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Facial Recognition Tools: Arizona Counter-Terrorism Information
Center’s Facial Recognition Database
PRACTICE
The Arizona Counter-Terrorism Information Center (ACTIC) has partnered with the
Maricopa County Sheriff Office’s Facial Recognition Unit to build a facial recognition
database. The database allows ACTIC personnel to match images of unknown suspects
with a constantly updated catalog of over 10 million photographs.

DESCRIPTION
The ACTIC has partnered with the Maricopa County Sheriff Office’s Facial Recognition Unit to
compile a database of more than 10 million photographs. As of June 2007, the database
consists of 7.5 million Arizona driver’s license photos and 2.7 million Arizona county and city
jail booking photographs. Each new driver’s license issued in Arizona is added to the
database. The Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Homeland Security, the
US Marshals Service, and several other federal agencies contributed photographs from the
various criminal most wanted lists that they maintain.
The database is built with facial recognition technology that can match different pictures of
the same person in a matter of seconds. ACTIC personnel use the database to identify
unknown suspects from photographs, surveillance stills and videos, suspect sketches, and
even forensic clay busts. The unit’s technology allows ACTIC personnel to set search
parameters for how exact they wish the photographic match to be. For example, a search
for all photographs in the database that match 70 percent of the characteristics of an
unknown suspect’s image will yield more potential matches than a search for all
photographs that match 90 percent of the characteristics of an unknown suspect’s image. If
a match is found in the ACTIC Facial Recognition Unit, authorities can see the suspect’s real
identity and any other aliases used.
The ACTIC uses the facial recognition technology primarily to identify suspects in criminal
and intelligence gathering matters. The technology also would permit identification of
victims recovered without any identification. Authorities can send a photograph to the
ACTIC to see if it yields any matches.
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